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because of a relatively small number of peers, the
tracker will run into problems if a download or
upload request doesn't go through. the tracker will
attempt to restart the connection, which will cause
any previous request to be aborted. peer selection is
a long-standing issue that unfortunately has been
hard to address. there have been many rfcs
submitted to address it, many of which were
rejected by the iesg due to concerns that it was too
much of a departure from previous ietf standards.
the design is being revisited to address these
concerns. the tracker can list the peers in the speed
of the torrent to the client. by default the tracker
does not. if the tracker does, it uses a value of
either “normal”, “high”, or “low”. “normal” is
probably the most useful setting for most users, but
“high” may be better if you have a small number of
peers. if the tracker chooses to implement a more
intelligent setting for peer selection when
responding to a request, this setting would be part
of that. the amount of data transferred in a
complete seed response is nearly the same as in a
complete piece response except that the headers
are an average of the data sent in a piece response
(or more) and a full response. this is done because
the complete response contains not just the last
part of the torrent, but information about all parts of
the torrent. in the case of the tracker serving piece
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and seeding bit responses, it is expected that the
peer will re-use the responses after the tracker
sends the next piece and that it will re-use the next
bit after the peer sends the next piece. this
improves performance, especially in cases where
the same segment of the torrent is being sent to a
large number of peers.
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this means that a tracker response will have two,
and only two, parts. this allows the tracker to serve
large numbers of tracks at once, without having to
recompose the response each time. the output sent
to the client is an http 200 response, similar to other
resources in the current iana registry. for instance,
the head method is treated as a part. a full torrent
response may either be chunked or not; chunked

response may be the last one in the response series,
and by itself usually is sufficient for clients to be

able to extract some information. a chunked
response is followed by the peer's fin bit, and if the
peer is a dht peer (utp/bitcomets dht) is followed by
a dht response. the remainder of the response may

be chunked, or may be a torrent announcement.
one of the list of error strings returned by the

method. when an errors string is given, it will be
displayed for the user. this error string must be the
last one in the list of returned error strings. single-
word errors are returned in the form of a normal

key/value pair. these errors are often raised by the
peer when connection is lost or when the peer

needs to exit the association quickly. the key should
be the given error string, and the value should be
the corresponding error code. strings returned by
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multi-word errors should be split at the first space.
the given error string will be displayed for the user.

the following lines are returned in the form of a
normal key/value pair. multi-word errors often occur
when performing an operation that exceeds what is
permitted by the current rules (such as accepting

new peers). the key should be the given error string,
and the value should be an information string. the
given string will be displayed for the user, and can
be used as a hint when reporting bugs or feature

requests. 5ec8ef588b
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